Introduction

22
The overwhelming amount of data coming from the Solar Dynamics Observatory 23 (SDO, ≈ 1.5 TB/day), and soon from the Advanced Technology Solar Telescope (ATST) 24 forces the solar physics community to handle observations in a different way from what 25 we are used to. One method of dealing with the data deluge is to develop automated 26 feature recognition codes that produce metadata on solar events and phenomena, cat-27 alogs in fact, that until now have been painstakingly put together manually by solar 28 scientists, often graduate students. NASA had foreseen this and funded two teams to 29 develop automated feature recognition codes from prior to the SDO launch in February 30 2010. 31 One of these teams is headed by the first author of this paper and has produced 32 16 modules for the detection and analysis of different solar features (Martens et al. 33 2012), see also the more up-to-date website †. The analysis of the metadata from two 34 of these modules, the "Advanced Automated Filament Detection and Characterization 35 Code (AAFDCC)", see Bernasconi, Rust & Hakim (2005) , and the "Sigmoid Sniffer" 36 (Martens et al. 2012) will be presented in this paper, and the results contain surprises. 37 Apart from the scientific conclusions, one important lesson we have learned from using 38 the metadata from automated feature detection modules is that it enables us solar physi-39 cists to analyze very large datasets in a much more efficient and economical way than we 40 did before. Hence we have the capability now to move away from the analysis of single or As Martin shows filament chirality in essence is the sense of winding of the magnetic 56 field around the axis of a filament (left-handed or right-handed), and hence is related to 57 the force-fee α and the sign of the helicity of filaments. 58 Bernasconi's AAFDC code detects the barbs of filaments and their bearing, and hence 59 can assign chirality to a filament. The usual attribution criterion is that two more barbs 60 have to be of one bearing versus the opposite one to assign filament chirality. Georgoulis' 61 "Sigmoid Sniffer" (see Martens et al. 2012 ) likewise detects whether the contour of a 62 sigmoid has an "S" (forward) or a "Z"-shape (reverse). Fig. 1 show that only a small fraction of filaments have an accompa-68 nying sigmoid, no surprise since filaments are much more prevalent than sigmoids. More 69 of a surprise is that 2/3 of sigmoids do not have an accompanying filament. Perhaps 70 the reason is that cool filament material has evaporated by the time a sigmoid forms, 71 although there are clear examples of the opposite (e.g. Fig. 2 in Martens & Zwaan, 2001 ). 72 The low cadence of the Hα observations may have something to do with that as well; 73 future versions of AAFDC will analyze images from ground stations worldwide. 74 The correlation between dextral filament chirality and inverse S-shape for sigmoids 75 (and v.v.) seems clear, but the accuracy of prediction is only 64.4%, while the φ-coefficient 76 (see Cramer, 1946, p. 282 , second paragraph) of the matrix is only −0.25 indicating a 77 statistically very weak to non-existent negative correlation. great surprise we discovered that there was absolutely no dependence of filament chirality 84 on latitude for the period October 11 2010 to March 27 2011. In Fig. 2 our counts are 85 presented in 15 degree latitude bins, and the result speaks for itself. A large percentage of 86 filaments has undetermined chirality which is normal for solar minimum when filaments 87 typically carry only few barbs. We found the same latitude independent distribution for 88 sigmoid shape, not shown here, with no undetermined values in that sample. 89 This result motivated us to study the hemispheric chirality preference for all the 90 AAFFDC data available for solar cycle 23 and the beginning of cycle 24, the period 91 from the beginning of 2001 to the spring of 2012. The results are shown in Fig. 3 . Our 92 concern about the validity of the result in Fig. 2 was alleviated 
Conclusions
105
We have demonstrated, from a limited three month data set, that there is a weak corre-106 lation between the shape of sigmoids ("S" or "Z") and the chirality of the corresponding 107 filaments. We also found from the same dataset that for 2/3 of the detected sigmoids no 108 corresponding filament was detected, and that there was no hemispheric preference law 109 for filament chirality and sigmoid shape in the period of observation. 110 The most surprising and intriguing result of our analysis is that in the epoch from 111 early 2001 to early 2012 the hemispheric chirality preference law for filaments waxes and 112 wanes; sometimes it is strongly present, at other times wholly absent, and sometimes even 113 reversed. These results are preliminary; we intend to verify the AAFDC produced meta-114 data with manual studies for appropriate time intervals, and we will carefully consider 115 the statistical underpinnings of our results. 116
